SlipAlert correlates with TRL Pendulum and
is recommended by Pendulum
manufacturers for quick and easy floor
testing.

FLOOR SAFETY STARTS HERE…
Proactive floor safety has been difficult without
an easy and accurate way to assess the risk of
slipping. Now, with SlipAlert you can
dramatically improve floor safety.
Better than waiting till someone falls.

SlipAlert, portable floor
testing. Helps you
prevent accidents.
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FLOOR SAFETY JUST GOT EASIER…
Remove the fear of litigation…
We live in an increasingly litigious world. Increasingly, health and safety
policies are driven not just by safety of people but safety from law suits.
Corporate responsibility for health and safety is very clear. With SlipAlert you
can make floor safety easy and you can help to reduce the fear of lawsuits
and ensure you have done everything to prevent accidents.

“I’ll bury my head and
hope that nobody falls! “

Get a SlipAlert and get on top of foor safety...
Employers Duty of Care
“Your employer has a 'duty of
care' to ensure, as far as
possible, your health, safety
and welfare while you're at
work.”
www.directgov.co.uk

Some business managers feel it is too difficult to
keep floors safe. Some of our customers felt the
same way. They found SlipAlert easy to use,
portable and accurate and discovered that using
SlipAlert allowed them to improve floor safety.
They found that understanding changes in their
floors helped them improve cleaning and safety
regimes and to take practical steps to reduce the
number of slip related accidents.

Regular Floor Testing Reduces Accidents…
Don’t bury your head in the sand. Make floor testing a part of your
regular QA or risk assessment process. Use SlipAlert to understand the
risks and the effectiveness of your cleaning and safety regimes. Get in
the habit of testing floors when they are polished, treated or replaced.
Know the high risk areas and keep them safe.
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Reduce accidents…
 Understand your floors wet and dry.
 Take steps to keep floors dry or
people off them when wet...
 Ensure your cleaning regime works
 Change attitudes, behaviours and
keep your floors safe
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FLOOR SAFETY MATTERS…
Slips and Trips…

40% of industrial
accidents start with a
slip or a trip.

Most safety experts agree that slips and trips are by far the
biggest cause of accidents. Statistics vary, because most
accidents are not reported and some slipping accidents that result
in more serious injuries such as burns, head injuries or falling from
heights will not always be reported as a slip.

How many slip accidents before you check your floors?

Accidents at work and play…
Slipping accidents occur in places of work, schools and colleges, restaurants and coffee
shops, sports halls, swimming pools, shopping malls, office blocks, and even hospitals and
care homes. Slips and trips can result in more serious injuries that occur while trying to
prevent the fall.

“Near Misses” and accidents waiting to happen
In accident conscious industries, such as the construction industry, they
record near misses. Taking a proactive approach to health and safety
helps reduce accidents. Many businesses could significantly reduce slip
accidents by recording accidents and near misses and in both cases
understanding what caused the accident and what can be done to
prevent future accidents. SlipAlert will help you understand if a near miss is a
one off or an early symptom of an accident waiting to happen.
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There are 40 slips for every
serious slip accident. Testing
floors after a minor slip will
help you prevent serious
accidents.
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TECHNICAL SLIP RESISTANCE…
Types of Slip measuring device
There





are many different types of device for measuring Slip resistance.
Ramp and trolley (SlipAlert, the only easy to use device that matches Pendulum)
Pendulum (TRL Pendulum = world benchmark)
Pull along trolleys (may be motorised) sometimes called sleds
Roughness Meters

In dry conditions the differences tend to be relatively small, but significant differences
can be found in wet readings. SlipAlert correlates with the Pendulum in both wet and dry
conditions. The only other effective way to tell if a floor has become slippery is to allow
enough people to walk on it.

What to measure
There are two coefficients of friction:
i)
The limiting coefficient of static friction. This is based on the force required to start the body moving.
ii)
The dynamic coefficient of friction. This is based on the force required to keep the body moving at constant velocity
across the surface.
SlipAlert measures the dynamic co-efficient of friction and simulates the heel of a shoe striking the floor surface.

SlipAlert Test Value - visual and easy – the perfect way to test your floor
SlipAlert cleverly simulates a heel striking at different speeds and
averages over a large area of your floor making it easy for you to test.
The result is a measure of distance travelled and is a good measure of
slip resistance that can be quickly converted to the corresponding
Pendulum Test Value and co-efficient of friction.
The further SlipAlert travels the bigger the slip risk...
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Quick and Easy Floor Testing
a) Unfold ramp and switch on SlipAlert (red light)
b) Pull SlipAlert to top of ramp (green light)
c) Release. When SlipAlert stops read SlipAlert Test Value (STV).
“The hardest part is taking it out of the box.”
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ROUGHNESS AND SLIP RESISTANCE
Rough luck… roughness is no indication of slipperiness

Roughness doesn’t measure slip resistance

An extensive study of roughness and slip resistance using 300+ floor
surfaces found poor correlation between the two. Slip resistance cannot
be estimated with any reliability from roughness readings alone. This
warning is reiterated in the UK Slip Resistance Group Guidelines. As you
will see a roughness of 10 microns could equate to a Pendulum Test
Value (PTV) of around 12 = extremely slippery, to a PTV of 60 = very
safe, and all points in between.

Roughness won’t measure contamination...
Most slips occur on wet floors and often on floors that have some other contaminant, oil
or grease that has not been cleaned properly. Roughness measures will not be affected
by contaminants. Roughness meters are small and portable but they are of little value in
telling you the effectiveness of your cleaning regime.

“SlipAlert is able to distinguish
between a given floor surface in clean
condition and in a contaminated
condition. This is a key advantage of
SlipAlert and makes it ideal for
monitoring the effectiveness of
cleaning” UK HSE

SlipAlert visual measure. See immediately how safe your floors are...

Safe
Floor

SlipAlert provides quick and visual assessment when one area of floor has not been cleaned properly. You’ll easily
appreciate the effects of dust, the effects of water. If you find an area of your floor has not been cleaned properly
you’ll see how much that affects the slip resistance and thus you’ll be able to prevent future accidents.

Medium
Risk
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Slippery
Floor
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TRL PENDULUM & SLIPALERT…
SlipAlert / Pendulum Correlation
SlipAlert is the only machine which has been specifically designed to
correlate with the Pendulum, which has proven over many years experience
to provide a reliable assessment of the slip resistance of flooring. The
Pendulum has become the ‘Gold Standard’ of slip resistance testing in the
UK.

Right tool right job...
The Pendulum is a scientific instrument
and the best tool for measuring slip
resistance in lab conditions. It is the
benchmark measure of slip resistance.
SlipAlert is significantly easier to use than
the Pendulum. For measuring slip
resistance of floors, SlipAlert is far
quicker and easier. Inexperienced users will get reliable accurate results
if they apply common sense and follow the simple user guide.
SlipAlert vs Pendulum Graph
We have measured many different floor surfaces wet and dry
SlipAlert: easy and reliably accurate
with both SlipAlert and the Pendulum. The straight line graph
shows a very high correlation between the two. SlipAlert is the
SlipAlert is designed to be easy for you to use. Unlike
only machine we know of that correlates this well on all floor
the Pendulum, a scientific instrument designed for use
.
surfaces in both wet and dry conditions.
by experts, SlipAlert requires no training. You will
always get the same answer as an expert (whether
using SlipAlert or the Pendulum). Very useful for
those cases where you may need reliable independent
verification of test results.
"SlipAlert ...a quick slipperiness
test that actually works. In
terms of operation, SlipAlert is
very simple and user friendly."
HSE
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LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION…
Slipping knows no boundaries…
Slips can occur anywhere, in any building, in car parks or on paths. Different areas within each
building could become slippery and dangerous. Each floor will differ depending on:
 where it is and what the floor surface is made of
 how it is cleaned or polished (polishes can reduce slip resistance as can a build up of grease
that is not removed by regular cleaning)
 what wear and tear it receives – (loading bays etc)
 whether it can become wet or contaminated (Kitchens, bathrooms, toilets, changing rooms,
supermarket aisles)

Did You Know…

When someone slips they will
generally land on exactly the
same place as their heel began
to slip.

Buildings & Premises…












Hospitals and Care Homes
Schools and Colleges
Leisure Centres, Sports Halls
Swimming Pools
Car Parks
Airports, Stations
Offices
Hotels & Restaurants
Shopping Malls and Shops
Pubs, Wine Bars, Coffee Shops
Supermarkets

Anywhere that people walk
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WET FLOORS…
Wet floors pose a far greater risk from slipping. Most floors are relatively safe when dry. A
film of water becomes trapped between the heel of the shoe and the surface of the floor. This
makes the heel far more likely to slide.

“A slip does not ensue from the
foot utilising the traction that is
available from a familiar floor;
it results from the uncontrolled
acceleration imparted by
unknown floor conditions.”
Safety Direct America

Who will fall?...
Different people walk in different ways. You could try to guess who might fall
and who might not. You could issue the people that walk on your floors with a
four leaf clover. Or, to be sure, to be sure, you could test your floors and keep
people safe.

Why some people fall and others do not?…
Why is it that some people can safely walk across a floor on which somebody has
just slipped and fallen? Many factors affect the likelihood you will fall:





The shoes you wear and the type of heel
The way you walk (we walk in different ways), and how fast you are moving
The surface and the angle of the floor
Contaminants on the floor or on your shoes – e.g. dust, water, oil

The HSE recommend that floors should have a high slip resistance, even when wet, to reduce the
possibility that anyone will fall.
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SLIP MEASURES...
One small slip measure, one giant leap for floor safety
For every serious accident there are 40 minor slips. A good slip safety regime will manage out the risks and measure the
improvements you are making. Recording near misses is a good way to prove the value of the floor safety measures you adopt.
Learning from small slips will reduce serious accidents. Take a small but important step today. Walk in the shoes of your slip
consultant and rejoice at the safety steps you take together.

Effective measures...
With SlipAlert you can begin to understand the characteristics of different floors and implement a practical floor safety regime.
Some floors will be safe in the dry but extremely dangerous in the wet. Some will low risk even when wet but may occasionally
become high risk if there is a spillage that has not been cleaned effectively. Some will be prone to becoming dusty and this may
create variances in slip resistance. Armed with the knowledge of how your floors behave you can take
appropriate measures to reduce risks.

What can be done with a risky floor?...
Some safety managers are reluctant to measure floors in the mistaken belief that nothing can be done to
reduce risks. But far from ripping up every imperfect floor, there are always ways to make a floor safer e.g.
 Changing the layout to slow people (people are more stable when walking slowly)
 Ensuring the floor is kept dry and cordoned off when wet
 Avoiding dust spreading from one floor surface to another (e.g. at entrances to storage areas)

Harlequin Dance Floors

Winning hearts minds and soles... getting floor safety off on the right footing
You need solutions that are practical and easy to implement. To implement an effective floor safety
regime you may need help to gain support from management or buy-in from staff, customers and the
people walking on your floors. SlipAlert measures will give you the facts you need to adopt safe
practices. If you knew that the stairs in your building were 50 times more likely to cause a slip
accident when wet, then you’d be far more likely to heed warning signs about carrying drinks on the
stairs.

The right kind of slip
Unlike most floors where we try to
reduce slipperiness, dance floors
are waxed to make them slippery.
Harlequin found that SlipAlert was
the ideal tool to measure the
optimal level, slippery enough for
dancing without being dangerously

slippery.
January 2008 – draft v2.3
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Month
SlipAlert Measure

FLOORS CHANGE…

M1
126

M2
127

M3
126

M4
128

M5
127

M6
133

The change in month 6 may be the first sign that this
floor needs deep cleaning

Some floors you test will be safe and they will stay safe. Others may change over time.
Slips occur everywhere that people go. The more people walking, the
greater the likelihood of a fall. Floor areas that should be checked
most often are:
 Anywhere liable to be wet – e.g. swimming pools, changing
rooms, kitchens, toilets, food or drink service areas, drinks
storage areas
 Floors with large amounts of people walking – e.g. station
platforms, corridors
 Floors subject to wear and tear – e.g. entrance halls, reception
areas, loading bays
 Floors that may be contaminated or the surface damaged by
chemicals: factory floors, changing room floors (soap, talc etc),
bathrooms
 Hospitals, care homes and places that require particular
attention to cleanliness or require anti-bacterial treatment
 Food and drink preparation and dining areas: kitchens,
canteens, coffee shops, bars, restaurants, hotels
 Any floor that is cleaned or polished regularly. Cleaning and
polishing can significantly affect the slip resistance of the floor.

In these areas the slip resistance of the floor may change over time and should be checked regularly.
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FLOOR CLEANING AND POLISHING…
Cleaning may not remove grease…
Some cleaning just moves the dirt around.
Grease can cling to floor surfaces and can
make them far more slippery, especially
when wet. Testing the slip resistance of your
floors not only helps you keep them safe, it
may also help you understand the
effectiveness of your floor cleaning regime.

Polishing may increase slipperiness or wear the
surface
Clearly polishing a floor will affect slip resistance.
Highly polished floors can be slippery and should be
tested both in wet and dry conditions. Floors should
be tested again after each polishing.

Clean, Polish, Re-test…
A good way to ensure your floors stay safe is to test
The frequency of testing will depend on many
factors: the level of use, the level of wear, the level
of contamination or the methods of cleaning.
“SlipAlert is able to distinguish
between a given floor surface in clean
condition and in a contaminated
condition. This is a key advantage of
SlipAlert and makes it ideal for
monitoring the effectiveness of
cleaning” UK HSE
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PRACTICAL FLOOR SAFETY MEASURES…
High Risk Floors… why test them?
We already know that some floors are dangerous… so why do we need to
test them? Sometimes a floor is obviously dangerous and everybody
knows already. You will already be taking sensible precautions to avoid
people walking on it when wet, you may already have treated it with an
anti-slip treatment. In such cases it is still very important to test the floor
periodically to make sure it is as safe as possible, to ensure it is being
cleaned properly, or to make sure the anti-slip treatment is still working.

Simple by Design…
SlipAlert was designed for simplicity and ease of use.
1. Take it out of the box and set up the ramp
2. Switch on SlipAlert, place on ramp, pull to the top (green light comes on) and release
3. Read the screen (high number = travelled further = more slippery).
The hardest part is taking it out of the box. Your floor safety measures need to be just as simple.

An integral part of your Risk or QA Assessment
The best way to use SlipAlert is to make floor measurements an integral part of your regular RISK or QA
assessments. It takes seconds to test all the floors that you are worried about. Regular floor testing
takes out the guesswork and conjecture, prevents accidents and allows you peace of mind.
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SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES…
Schools provide a special challenge for floor safety because unlike adults, children tend to move quickly,
running, jumping, skipping and they change direction suddenly. This can cause slipping accidents for the child
or for an adult trying to avoid a collision.
Many schools now have carpet in classrooms and corridors around the school
because this helps dampen noise. It also helps prevent slipping accidents.
However most schools still have plenty of danger areas.

Sports Halls
School sports halls are used for many different purposes: a variety of different
sports as well as social events. The floor surface has to cope with wear and tear
from shoes, chairs, benches, netball posts, badminton nets etc. Children may
arrive wearing inappropriate or muddy shoes.

Swimming Pool and Changing rooms
Swimming pool surrounds always need careful management but especially so in
schools. Changing rooms and pool-sides can become slippery because of a build-up of
body fats. Changing room floors have to cope with a variety of contaminants, water from showers and
muddy boots.

Other danger areas in schools: Dinner halls, kitchens, toilets, swimming pools, school halls, cloak rooms,
floors at the bottom of stairs.

Managing the risks…
Floor safety should be an integral part of the school QA or risk assessment process. Floors
should be tested during the QA process and results carefully monitored. Floors should be
re-tested each time there is a change: re-laying or re-surfacing the sports hall, deep
cleaning of the poolside, polishing the corridors or school hall, re-coating of wood or tiled
floors.
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HOSPITALS AND CARE HOMES…
Hospitals and care homes both have special needs for floors that are easy to clean. A variety
of areas will require careful monitoring: wards, operating theatres, corridors, patient or
resident lounges, toilets, kitchens, treatment rooms and hydrotherapy pools. Areas where the
floor can become wet or contaminated will need extra care: anywhere food and drink may be
consumed, or where liquid or chemical spills are possible. Floor safety is paramount for
staff, patients and visitors. Staff pushing wheelchairs or beds or trolleys will need greater
traction.

CARE HOMES AND THE ELDERLY…
Like hospitals, care homes have many floors designed for ease of access and easy of cleaning.
Anti-bacterial treatments may be used on floors and this may affect the slip resistance. The
elderly or infirm are more prone to falling. Many conditions such as diabetes or tinnitus can
affect our ability to judge slippery or uneven floors. Able bodied carers need good traction to
safely push wheelchairs.
It is important to know the danger areas and make sure these are tested periodically. Floors
should be re-tested after any floor treatments or changes to the floor covering and every time
there is a slipping accident or near miss.
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SUPERMARKETS…
Supermarkets have many different floor surfaces and some unique challenges.
Planning for Safety…

Planning for change

Many supermarkets now design new stores to have safe
floors. Each floor surface is tested before the design is
approved. Only approved floor surfaces are installed. So why
do accidents still happen?...

Floor surfaces change over time. Especially when
faced with the harsh environment of a supermarket.
Contamination and Wear…
 Oil based contamination
 Water based contamination
 Chemical contamination
 Heavy Wear
Which aisles are becoming slippery?...

Cleaning up spills…
Supermarkets are generally excellent at cleaning up
after spills. But spills of oil based products may
leave a residue that won’t easily mop up and can
affect the slip resistance of the floor.

Trolleys & Traction
Pushing a trolley requires greater traction than walking. If
the floor does not have a high coefficient of friction the
people with heavily laden trolleys will find difficulty in
manoeuvring them.
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Places…





Toilets, Coffee shop, Staff areas
Entrance area, different aisles
Storage areas, Loading bays
Changing areas

Problems…
 Spills… water, oil, chemicals
 Wear from people, trolleys, pallets
 Refrigerant leakage

SlipAlert LLP – www.slipalert.com – 01923 858323
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LEISURE CENTRES, SPORTS HALLS, POOLS…
Leisure Centres and Floor Safety
Leisure Centres have a variety of floors that will require careful and regular testing. Many surfaces could be at risk: tennis,
badminton or squash courts, gym and aerobic exercise areas, reception areas, café or bar areas, food preparation areas, toilets,
changing rooms and of course the pool. Each leisure facility will face its own challenges.

Sports Halls, courts etc.
School sports halls are used for many different
purposes: a variety of different sports as well as social
events. The floor surface has to cope with wear and
tear from many different activities. Floor surfaces
can get wet from leaks, spills, body sweat etc.
Knowing the characteristics of the floor in both wet
and dry conditions helps to determine the best
course of action if the floor does get wet.

SlipAlert takes the subjectivity out of
assessing risk. You can see at a glance how
dangerous the floor may be when wet.

Swimming Pools and changing rooms
Swimming pools are a particular challenge because the floor areas will generally be wet.
Different areas will require monitoring carefully: around the showers, where people sit or
lie, around the edges of the pool, and any sloping areas. Body fats from people’s feet
become deposited into the floor surface. Daily cleaning routine keeps the area clean but
has little effect on removing the body fats and so floors should be checked regularly and
may require periodic deep cleaning.

Managing the risks…
You will know the danger areas and regular testing of these areas will help to build an appreciation of how
often these areas may need deep cleaning or some other treatment.
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FLOOR SAFETY REGIME... START NOW
Plan and implement a floor safety regime that
measures and reduces slipping accidents.

1)

You could save
somebody from spilling
hot tea on this child.

Periodic Testing & Monitoring Results
a. Chart the test results from each floor you are worried about
b. Look for any changes in the slipperiness of any floor
c. Identify the cause of the changes and required remedial action

Month
SlipAlert Measure

2)

M1
126

M2
127

M3
126

M4
128

M5
127

M6
133

Test floor after every slipping accident or near miss
a. Identify accident causes: Was the floor safe? Was it being monitored regularly? Other causes?
b. Learn: Could the accident have been prevented?
c. Take the necessary remedial action – prevent recurrence

3)

Test after any change to the floor surface (planned or unplanned)
a. Polishing: – has it made the floor slippery
b. Re-surfacing, chemical spill or deep cleaning: – has the slip resistance changed
c. Does the floor now require regular monitoring?
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PRACTICAL ACTIONS…
What can be done to improve floor safety?
i)

Raise Awareness of floor safety among managers and staff

ii)

Assess and Reduce Risks

iii)

Introduce and Maintain Floor Safety Regime

SlipAlert Guide to Floor Safety…
We’d like to know more about floor safety in practice. If you have experience of floor safety, measures of
slipping accidents or near misses, then we’d like your help to collate a practical guide to help others to learn
from your experience, to adopt safe practices and to reduce slipping accidents.
SlipAlert…

SlipAlert is a new, simple, inexpensive, easily
portable machine, which virtually anybody
can use to immediately obtain an assessment
of the slip characteristics of a floor surface.

Many thanks.

Safety Direct America
SlipAlert - from just £50 per month
Make SlipAlert is an integral part of your floor safety
and risk assessment regime. From just £50 per
month and we offer free advice to help your floor
safety regime.
Contact jenny@slipalert.com for more information.
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